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The third-order nonlinear optical response of one-dimensional molecular aggregates of
arbitrary size is calculated using equations of motion for single-exciton and two-exciton
variables. These equations map the system onto the dynamics of N( N + I)/2 coupled
nonlinear oscillators, where N is the number of molecules in the aggregate. The scaling of the
generalized third-order hyperpolarizability yc3’with N is analyzed in detail. The complete
wave vector and frequency dependence of yc3’is maintained and cooperative radiative decay
(superradiance) is incorporated. Comparison is made with the density-matrix approach which
provides a fully time-ordered expression.

I. INTRODUCTION
Studies of optical nonlinearities of molecular’-’ and
semiconductor8*9 systems with restricted geometries are
currently drawing considerable attention, due to the significant progress made in the fabrication of nanostructures such
as microcrystallites, monolayers and quantum wires. One of
the most fascinating open questions raised by these studies is
the possibility of maintaining a large coherence size,‘“,”
which may have a dramatic effect on the magnitude of optical nonlinearities.
In this paper we calculate the third-order hyperpolarizability yc3’of a one-dimensional molecular aggregate, consisting of N interacting two-level molecules (see Fig. 1). Intermolecular
interactions
consist entirely
of the
electromagnetic coupling between the neighboring molecular transition dipole moments and are responsible for the
creation of delocalized multiexcitonic eigenstates: excitons,
two-excitons, etc., up to the N-exciton state where every
molecule is in the excited state. We neglect Van der Waals
interactions and permanent dipole interactions so that
bound excitonic states i.e. biexcitons,j2 triexcitons, etc. are
not possible. In accordance with the Pauli exclusion principle (PEP), a single site cannot be doubly excited and as a
result excitons are not true bosons (or fermions). Linear
optical properties can be exactly evaluated using the boson
approximation for single excitons, but the approximation
breaks down completely for the dynamics of two-excitons
and higher excitons, which are vital for the nonlinear optical
response and can therefore be probed via second- and higher-order nonlinear optical techniques. Spatially confining
the exciton serves to enhance the nonbosonic nature and
hence the nonlinear susceptibilities (which would vanish if
Frenkel excitons were bosons). In this paper we explore the
combined influence of the PEP and excitonic confinement
on the third-order nonlinear hyperpolarizability of molecular aggregates.
The present study is a generalization of a previous
work , l3 hereafter denoted as paper I, which was limited to
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aggregate sizes much smaller than an optical wavelength. In
paper I it was shown that the third-order nonlinear optical
response does not scale with N by a simple universal power
law. The nature of the size dependence is a sensitive function
of the homogeneous dephasing rate I”, the laser beam detuning from the exciton and two-exciton resonances, and the
particular four-wave mixing technique. For example, in the
case of phase conjugate degenerate four-wave mixing, with
two counterpropagating beams tuned near resonance with
the Frenkel exciton frequency wk = o, and with fast dephasing F’) Ny, we showed that yc3’-N2. Here, Nyis the superradiant decay rate, with ybeing the radiative decay rate of an
isolated molecule. (We add the superscript to the hyperpolarizability in order not to confuse this quantity with the
radiative decay rate y.) This is a size-enhanced response,
because in the limit where the molecules do not interact, the
scaling is linear with size yc3’-N. As the pump beams are
further detuned from wkZo, the quadradtic dependence
crosses over to a linear one. Furthermore, in the superradiant limit ( r’ ( Ny) , the dependence actually becomes degradory with size near resonance: yc3’-N - ‘.
The scaling of yc3’ with size N for smaN aggregates
(where Na&;
a is the nearest-neighbor spacing and
/z = 27rc/o, ) can be rationalized using the physical picture
developed in paper I. The aggregate excited state energy levels include a band of N single-exciton levels and a band of
N( N - 1)/2 two-exciton levels. The optically allowed energy levels are shown schematically in Fig. 2. For an aggregate
with periodic boundary conditions there exists only a single
one-photon allowed exciton state (k = 0) and (N - 1)/2
two-photon allowed two-exciton states (with the center of
mass wave vector K equal to zero). The size dependence of
yc3’enters in two basic ways: via the size enhanced transition
dipole moments (ground state exciton and exciton two-exciton dipole moments) which scale as N 1’2~, where ,U is the
dipole moment for the molecular transition, and via the size
dependence of the superradiative decay rate Ny. Since the
third-order susceptibility is given by a sum over terms,
where each term consists of a product of four transition di-
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FIG. 1. The molecular aggregate geometry. Within the aggregate the transition dipole moments point in a common direction, pm = /.L,and are oriented
with an angle @with respect to the aggregate axis. As many as three external
fields E, (k, ,o, ) excite the aggregate. Only the component of E, along p or
E,,, can interact.

N
-

pole moments and three frequency-dependent factors, the
first mechanism contributes a prefactor in yc3’which scales
as -N 2. The exciton and two-exciton radiative decay rates
enter into the denominators of the frequency-dependent factors, each of which is equal to the detuning of an aggregate
transition frequency from various combinations of the applied field frequencies. Each of the three factors contributes
a factor of -N - ’ when its denominator is near resonance.
The net scaling of yc3’for a triply resonant four-wave mixing
(FWM)
technique is therefore -(N’xN
-3) = N -‘.
Since various FWM techniques may have from zero up to
three resonant frequency denominators, there arises a range
of possible size dependences in yc3’. Now, if one includes
homogeneous dephasing, which may arise from nuclear motions of the aggregate (intramolecular vibrations and intermolecular phonons), or from interaction of the aggregate
with its environment, the superradiance is quenched when
I $ Ny. In this case, the N dependence in the frequency denominators disappears, resulting in yc3’-N 2. (However, l?
cannot exceed the minimum frequency separation between
one- and two-exciton states.) There is also an important interference effect on the size dependence of yc3’. In paper I we
showed that yc3’ is composed of several terms (Liouvillespace pathways) which contain either an N2 prefactor or an
N(N - 1) prefactor. When the laser beams are tuned far
from an excitonic or two-excitonic resonance, the terms interfere destructively and the N2 parts exactly cancel out,
leaving an overall linear dependence of yc3’on size. The scaling of yc3’ with size is therefore a complicated function of
laser beam detunings, homogeneous dephasing, and the particular FWM technique.
Ishihara and Cho14 have subsequently calculated the
third-order nonlinear response of an arbitrary size linear aggregate, also with nearest-neighbor dipole-dipole coupling,
but with no radiative damping or pure dephasing. They
showed that the N 2 scaling reduces to a linear one as N increases to infinity, independent of the laser detuning or
FWM technique. This “thermodynamic limit” is to be ex-

pected,basedon our experiencewith macroscopiccrystals,
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FIG. 2. Energy-level diagram for a small aggregate, showing the singlephoton allowed excitons and the two-photon allowed two excitons. Jis taken to be negative (attractive interaction as in Jaggregates) (Refs. 4 and 10)
and the exciton two-exciton splitting& = Re [ F;“, ] is therefore positive. In
this case strong two-photon absorption will occur to the blue of the exciton
resonance. The ground-state exciton transition dipole moment is equal to
N “*,u and shows -N “* enhancement over the single-molecule value. The
exciton two-exciton transition dipole moments @Z.I”,p are also enhanced
for q<N.

since the nonlinear response is an intensive quantity. However, the problem is incomplete without considering cooperative radiative damping or superradiance,‘0315-‘7 which results from the retarded electromagnetic coupling between
molecules in the aggregate. We have further analyzed the
general problem with the full incorporation of superradiance
but in the absence of dephasing in Ref. 18 (hereafter denoted
as paper II). We calculated the nonlinear absorption of an
arbitrary size aggregate oriented normally to the incident
field wave vector, so that only the k = 0 exciton and K = 0
two excitons are optically excited. We showed that near resonance the small aggregate yc3’ scales as -N - ’ which
crosses over to a -N scaling as the aggregate length surpasses A. We demonstrated this behavior numerically, by
calculating the nonlinear absorption coefficient as a function
of N, for several molecular densities /z /a.
The calculation in paper I was performed using an expansion of the system density matrix to third order in the
applied fields. This results in a time-ordered expression for
yc3’in which we keep track of the relative order in time of the
interactions with the various electromagnetic fields’9V20 as
given by the various Liouville-space pathways. Such expansion is a common procedure, which is routinely used in the
calculation of optical nonlinearities of atomic and molecular
systems. An alternative approach is based on adopting an
oscillator picture for the nonlinear medium. The linear optical properties in condensed phases can be calculated using a
harmonic (Drude) oscillator picture.21 The optical polarization of a crystal of N two-level atoms is rigorously given
by a sum of Ncoupled harmonic oscillators representing the
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individual molecular polarizationsz2 A natural extension of
these ideas to nonlinear optics suggests the use of an anharmanic oscillator picture for the material polarization. This
model proposed by Bloembergen23 offers a simple qualitative physical picture, but was never rigorously established.
In paper II we showed how the calculation of the nonlinear
optical response effectively maps onto a system of
N( N + 1)/2 coupled anharmonic oscillators. This was accomplished using a microscopic derivation of equations of
motion for the optical polarization and other relevant dynamical variables, which are nonlocal in space, and represent intermolecular coherences.
In this article we calculate the nonlinear response of a
one-dimensional aggregate using the oscillator picture outlined in paper II. The aggregate can be of arbitrary size and
orientation relative to the impinging external fields; hence
we obtain the dependence of yC3’on as many as three external field frequencies and wave vectors. We compare our results with the density-matrix time-ordered approach, and we
find the nonlinear oscillator picture to yield an equivalent
expression which is written in a simpler form in which the
size-scaling behavior of yC3’is more transparent. The linear
scaling with N for the bulk is shown analytically, independently of laser beam detunings or four-wave mixing technique. An important advantage of the present equations is
that they can be generalized to other condensed phase and
restricted geometry systems. In Sec. II we present the aggregate model, and in Sec. III we identify the relevant coupled
nonlinear oscillators and derive their equations of motion. In
Sec. IV, the general expression for the third-order response is
derived, and in Sec. V we make a comparison to the equivalent expression obtained using the time-ordered density-matrix approach. In Sec. VI we apply both methods for the
evaluation of the third-order nonlinear absorption. In Sec.
VII we summarize our findings.
II. MODEL
The molecular aggregate geometry is depicted schematically in Fig. 1. We assume the aggregate is comprised of a
linear array of Nmolecules, located at the positions r, = nai
(n = 1,2,...N), where 0: is the near-neighbor spacing, f is a
unit vector along the aggregate axis and N is taken to be odd.
The direction of i (either f or - i) can be chosen arbitrarily.
Additionally, periodic boundary conditions are imposed so
thatr, = rIICN. Unlike paper I, we do not assume the aggregate length Na to be much smaller than the optical wavelength, /z = 2740,.
Each molecule in the aggregate has
two electronic levels; a ground state and an excited state, the
transition frequency between them being oM, and c is the
speed of light in the medium. The transition dipole moments
p,, of all molecules within the aggregate are oriented in a
common direction relative to the aggregate axis, i.e.,
y, = pfi, where fi is a unit vector along the dipole moment
direction. The molecular units interact electromagnetically,
through the electric field of their oscillating transition dipole
moments; the coupling between molecules located at r, and
r, has a real part J(r, - r,) and an imaginary part
y(rm - r, ), which are given by24

J(r,

-r,)

(l-3cos28,,)

=+

*+y)
( X2

[

- sin*0,,
y(r,

-

cos x
X

I

(1-3cos2C9,,)

r, ) = g
[

,

(

y-!$Z

>

+ sin2 0,, E
,
(2.lb)
.X I
where x= (2?r//z)r,, and em,, =fi?. For simplicity we shall
approximate the dipole-dipole coupling by a near-neighbor
interaction

JO-,,,- r,, ) = JL,, + 1,
(2.2)
where Jis the real part of the nearest-neighbor dipole-dipole
coupling. This approximation is not essential but greatly
simplifies the results since it allows us to obtain an analytical
solution to the two-exciton eigenenergies. We do not make
the same approximation for the imaginary coupling
y( r, - r, ) because it varies very slowly over distances comparable to LI, when a&, which is the physically relevant
limit (the intermolecular distance for typical molecular aggregates is of the order of 10 A). In all calculations we assume N to be odd; extension to even Nis straightforward and
is omitted here for brevity, since it is not expected to change
the essential physics discussed here.
The theory presented in this paper, like papers I and II is
based on the superradiant master equation,‘5*24 which assumes that the aggregate length is below a characteristic
length L, =cr, where r is some average molecular relaxation
time. In other words, the aggregate must be small enough so
that light can travel between its extremities in a time much
shorter than that over which the excited state population can
significantly change. For a linear aggregate (assuming
/z = 6000 A and r-O.2 ps) L, is of the order of lOOR, which
is therefore our operational definition of an infinite aggregate. For longer aggregates, polariton effects2*s2’may become important.
III. THE NONLINEAR OSCILLATOR PICTURE
In the Heisenberg picture, the operators carry the time
dependence. The superradiant master equation of motion for
an arbitrary material operator Q is given by’3*‘5,‘8*24
b(t) = i(Y, + 32 + yint IQ(t),
(3.1)
where 2, , 2, , and Yint , are Liouville operators,‘3v20 defined by their action on an arbitrary operator Q as
N-l

y,Q

=

-

C
k=O
N-1

+

~,[Qbtbk]
i

(3.2a)

k~o,Yk(‘f’hQ+@‘:bk)~
N-l

3’,Q=

--i

2

(3.2b)

ykblQbk,

k=O

~i~tQ=~n$lE(r,9t)[bT,

+s,,Q].
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Exploiting the translational symmetry ofour model, we have
defined the collective creation operator,

Ct,,=Cei’2”KR’N’sin
(

RJ

K=0,2,4
k =O,l,..., N-

1.

(3.3)

Here, b L and 6, are the Pauli creation and annihilation operators, respectively, for an excitation at site n, obeying the
anticommutation relation26
[bk,b,],

zbt,b,+b,bt,=S,,

+2bt,b,(l-&,).

Note that b i operating on the ground state (all N molecules
unexcited) creates a Frenkel exciton. If excitons were bosons a second application would result in a two-exciton eigenstate but this is not the case as we shall see.
The first term in Y1 derives from the real part of the
transition dipole-dipole coupling and is responsible for excitation transfer. Using Eq. (2.2)) the exciton dispersion relation is
2nk
, k=O,l,..., N- 1. (3.4a)
( N )
Y2 and the second term in Y, are responsible for superradiance, .24 the exciton radiative decay rate is given by
Wk =w&f+2Jcos

yk = 2 y(rn - r, )pik(nn=l

*j/N,

k = O,l,..., N-

1.

E(r,t)

f

@I)

YintQ =$$,i

I

=i(mk

-k%)@:)

q= 1,3,..., N-2.

(3.7)

+ 2 K,k,k’(C~+k’,q)@kp)
k ‘,q

-f’FE~,1(8:,)(Bk,-il)e-‘~Jf
+E~,j(B:~)(Bk,-k+,)e’““]
-$(CL,,)

=iC

4’

9

(3.8a)

Cfi$ +if$)(Ck,,,)

+ z

,i
J

[(E,je-i~~‘(i)~J+,_~j)
’

+ E:(:jeim”(ht- Kj+ 8, )),Q ] ,

,..., 2N-2,

i- 5 ,$ [ NE,,je - ““sk,N - Kj i- NE~,jei*‘~,,
I

= + ,i [Ej exp($r - iwit)
3 1
+ Eyexp( - z$r + iwjt) 1,

(3.5)
where wj, k, and E, is the frequency, wave vector, and electric field envelope of the jth field, respectively. The wave
projection
along
the aggregate axis is
vector
K, = (k,*e)i = ( 2wj/Na)i,
where we regard the scalar ~~ as
the index for the projected wave vector. Note that ~~ need not
be a member of the set {O , 1, 2 ,*--,N - 1) as is the exciton
wave vector index, however, for simplicity, we assume
throughout the paper that it belongs to that set. In addition,
we consider only the cw case so that all the amplitudes Ej are
time independent. With these assumptions Eq. (3.2~) then
becomes

bi,-,,bfR+,,,
>

The center-of-mass index R is equal to (m + n )/2, and the
sites m and n are separated by a distance su with s = 1m - n I.
The separation index s can take on values from 1 to
(N - 1)/2; s = 0 is not allowed since two excitations cannot
reside on the same molecule. The allowed values of K in Eq.
(3.7) come from the periodic boundary condition
btbt
m n =bt ,+,b+ n =bt mbt n+N’ 27 The two-photon coherence operator in Eq. (3.7) acting on the ground state creates
the true two-exciton eigenstates (see Sec. V) , which are not
obtained by simply operating twice with b 1. In other words,
the two-photon coherence operator subspace is spanned by
basis operators b 1 b 1,) but because of the nonbosonic nature
of Frenkel excitons, these basis operators change when acted
upon by 2, + Y2, i.e., they are not eigenoperators of the
Liouvillian 2, + Y2.
With these definitions, and using Eq. (3.1), we obtain
the following equations for the expectation values of our
chosen set of operators, which are correct to the third order
in the applied fields E:

(3.4b)
In Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), the allowed values of k result from
the periodic boundary condition, which requires that
bf, = btN+=. lint represents the interaction with an externally applied electromagnetic field, E( r,t), within the dipole
approximation. A FWM experiment may involve as many as
three applied electric fields; the total applied field is then
given by

2
N

(D~+29Epje-i~“(Bf:+Kj)
1

+D:-2KJEE=,e’9’(B&-KJ)).

(3.8b)

Note that the Kroenecker delta factors appearing on the
right-hand side (r.h.s.) of Eq. (3.8a) are a consequence of
our assumption that K, satisfy K,E{O,~,...,N - 1). This is an
insignificant approximation for a large aggregate with
Na$R, where the allowed wave vectors practically form a
continuum. In Eq. (3.8b) we have the definition
D,k=N-‘{cot[r(q+k)/2N]

+cot[~(q-k)/2N]}.
(3.9a)

mD i’ - K2,uis the transition dipole moment between the K,
exciton and the K,q two-exciton (see Sec. V) with
K = K, + K~. The following oscillator strength sum rule can
easily be derived from Eq. (3.9a) :

(3.6)
NC

where the component of E, along the direction of the transition dipole moment ,u, is Ep,“.
We next define the total polarization operators
B 1~ N “*b 1, and two-photon coherence operators

(D1;1-x2)2= (N+NS,,,,
-2).
(3.9b)
1
The two-exciton frequency matrix fiK, which derives
from the real part of 2 1, is diagonal in both K and q spaces
and is given by
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fitq. = 2w, + ~Jcos($)

cos(G$) 6,.

(3.W

In Sec. V it is shown that Eq. (3,lOa) is in fact the energy
dispersion relation for the two-exciton states. The two-exciton radiative decay rate is represented by a matrix T”, which
derives from the imaginary part of L?’, , and is also diagonal
in K space, but not in q space. It has the following matrix
elements:

?rK(s-s’)

x cos
[ (
+ cos

N

>

yt 0 - soa

?rK( s + s’)
y[(s+oJl.
N
>

I
(3.10b)

We can considerably simplify the notation in the ensuing
analysis by further introducing the complex exciton frequenCY,
(3.11a)
ek =ak + iyk/2,
and the complex two-exciton frequency matrix EK,
]EKr p + i?;”
(3.11b)
EK, RK, T” and UN matrices in the paper have elements
indexed by q and q’. The superscript is a parameter and not
an element index. The expectation values of (B l) and
(Ck,,) in Eq. (3.8) do not evolve independently; they are
coupled by the exciton two-exciton scattering kernel K $” - k
which is defined as

f$&L&D~-**j$+$,
9’

The scattering may be envisioned as as a result of an effective
repulsive interaction, since two excitons cannot occupy a
single site. In Eq. (3.12) the exciton two-exciton splitting
matrix lFkpk’
given by
Fk,k’=Ek+

k’

-Ek

-ek*.

(3.13)

The q = k - k ’ + 1 diagonal element of Pk.“, gives the minimum energy difference between two free excitons with wave
vectors k and k ’ and a two-exciton eigenstate (see Sec. V)
with center-of-mass wave vector k + k ‘. Note that, by definition, (Bl) and (CL,,) are oforder O(N) and O(N’), respectively. The exciton two-exciton scattering term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (3.8a) is therefore 0( N *) since the
scattering kernel is O( N - ’) from Eq. (3.12). Any enhancement of the nonlinear response in the present model arises
entirely from this scattering term and hence is a result of the
Pauli exclusion principle. K i”k2 itself is nonzero primarily
because consideration of the allowed values of Kr k, + k, ,
k, ,k,, and q [see Eqs. (3.4a) and (3.7) ] reveals that the real
part of the diagonal elements of lF~~k2,which give the difference between the K th two-exciton energies and the sum of
the k, and k, exciton energies, is never zero, as it would be
for bosons. The energy levels in the manifold of two free
excitons, given by wk, + oK- k,, are shifted by order
0( l/N) from the energy levels in the two-exciton manifold
given by fi&. The magnitude of this shift relative to the two-

exciton linewidths has a profound influence on the size scaling of the nonlinear optical response as will be demonstrated
later in this article.
Equations (3.8) were derived in the following manner.
We first write the Heisenberg equation for B 1 using 9, ,
Y2, and Tint from Eq. (3.2). The result is the same as Eq.
(3.8a) but without the expectation values. Next, we write
the Heisenberg equations for the product of two exciton and
exciton coherence operators C k9 Bk and the exciton-exciton
coherence operators B lBk ,. These equations contain even
higher-order operators on the r.h.s.; when the Heisenberg
equations for these operators are written, still higher-order
operators are generated. Continuing in this manner, one generates a hierarchy of equations, which must be solved in order to calculate the time evolution of B L. Any realistic hope
of solving for this time evolution must depend on some truncation scheme. We have found such a scheme which allows
an exact calculation of the third-order nonlinear response
for the present model system. It relies on the fact that ajexciton--‘-exciton coherence operator which is in the subspace
spanned
by
the
basis
operators
B,,
(where
none
of
the
mi are
Bt,,Bt,Z,...,B~,B,,B,z,...,
equal and likewise for n, ) is of orderj +I’ in the externally
applied field. For example, B 1B, , and C i9 are both second
order in E (the next nonzero contribution is fourth order).
For the sake of calculating the third-order response, the hierarchy can therefore be truncated simply by first ignoring
fourth- and higher-order terms (this can be fourth- and
higher-order operators as well as E times third- and higherorder operators). When this is done, we are left with Heisenberg equations for B 1, B lBka, C19, and CL9 Bk. At this
point we take expectation values and show that with our
reduced set of equations, the following factorizations are
consistent
with
our
third-order
approximation:
(BY!B,+) = @I)@,,)
and
(Ci9Bk) = (ct,)(B,).
When these factorizations are used, we obtain Eqs. (3.8a)
and (3.8b).
We point out that Eqs. (3.8) can alternatively be derived by starting in the site basis (i.e., in real space rather
than k space). When this is done, an equation for (B L>
contains two-body operators like (B i B k B, ). In the localfield approximation, 18,25the hierarchy of equations is truncated by factorizing the last product as (B f;) (B LB,),
where the second factor is the excited state population of
molecule m, and by subsequently also factorizing the intermolecular coherences (B LB, ) (m # n) that appear in the
equation for the populations. This way we lose all effects
resulting from intermolecular nonlinearities. In paper II, we
have shown that this factorization scheme leads to large discrepancies in the third-order nonlinear absorption near resonance. However, for far-off resonant frequencies, or for low
molecular densities, the local-field approximation agrees
with our exact calculation. The factorization (B L ) (B k B, )
was also found to be applicable in a recent microscopic treatment of transient gratings in molecular crystals” provided
that the exciton-phonon scattering of two-body coherences
B k B, is properly accounted for and these variables are not
just factored into (B k > (B, ). The proper factorization for
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the present model (B i B k ) (B, ). To obtain Eq. (3.8a) one
needs onlyto expand B z B L in terms of CK.Ot,i.e.,
BhBt,

=C

((C:,I~t,~~))Cf,9

K.9

and take expectation values. This factorization is correct to
third order in E because C t are Liouville eigenoperators of
the real part of 2, to third order. In fact, when Na (A, C t(,
are good Liouville eigenoperators (to third order) of both
the real and the imaginary parts of Y1. When Na(A, we
have Y(r,,, - r,, ) =1y and T” of Eq. (3.9b) then reduces to

T$ =&- [,ot( (q+$)

+cot((q-$y]

x[cot((q’;-~~)+cot(‘Q’;~)~)],
(3.14)
which was first derived in paper I.27 As was shown in paper
I, only the diagonal elements of T” are important because
the inequality Na d/z results in

To
94
NY
St9 - ci;eq < AI [cos(r/N)

- l]

41,

(3.15)

where K, is the component of the external field wave vector
k, along the aggregate axis and r, = na?. We also define the
ScalarindexK, (K, = O,l,...,N1) suchthat IK,,[ = 2n~,/
Nu for rc,,*f >O (K,
= O,l,...,N - l/2)
and Ire,,I
=2?r(N--K,)/NafOrrc;i
<0 (K, =N+
1/2,...,N1).
In Eq. (4.1) the spatial and temporal Fourier transform of
the aggregate polarization
is given by P(K,w)
= p(B f; (w) ) (3) + CC., with the superscript indicating
third order with respect to the external fields. The wavevector K, and frequency w, of the signal field are given by K,
= f K, f K, f K9 and w, = f w, + w, f w9, respectively, with m, n, q = 1,2, or 3, and any combination of
plus and minus signs is allowed. Hereafter, we choose the
partidar
combination w, = w, + w2 + w3 and K~ = K~
+ K? + K~. Any other combination can be obtained by
changing one or more ~~ to N - K~, wj to - wj and E, to Ey .
The hyperpolarizability y (3) for an aggregate containing N
molecules is the quantity which relates the signal polarization to the external fields,
P(K,,@,) = yc3’( - K, - w,;K~O~,K~WZ,K~W~)E,E~E~.
(4.2)
In order to calculate the frequency-dependent yc3), we
solve Eqs. (3.8) iteratively, by expanding all dynamical variables in powers of the electric field, yielding the following
hierarchy of equations:

which attests to the accuracy of a first-order perturbative
treatment in which the eigenmatrix is diagonal. Equations
(3.8) imply that calculating the optical nonlinearities requires solving the dynamics of a set of coupled anharmonic
oscillators. For an N site system we have N exciton oscillators which represent intramolecular
coherence and
N( N - 1)/2 two-exciton oscillators which represent intermolecular coherence, for a total of N(N + 1)/2 coupled
nonlinear oscillators.

-$ (Bt,)“’
= it@, -b iyk/2) @I)(‘)
+ 5

IV. THIRD-ORDER OPTICAL RESPONSE

,$ (E,,je-im”~k,~--rj
I 1

$(ck,9)(2)=iC

(h$

We now derive a general expression for the third-order
nonlinear polarization, by solving the equations of motion of
Sec. III. The third-order aggregate polarization is given by
P(r,,t)
5 (Bi)“’

= C e”“““-““‘P(rc,,0,),
K*W,
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+ Ez,jeimj’Sk,,),
(4.3a)

+iT,K,.)(CfC,9,)(2)

9’

sjil

+

(4.1)

(E~,jDsK+2L-iw’f(Bfk+,,)‘1’

+ E:jD,X-2%i~~(BtK--j)(‘)),

I

(4.3b)

= i(w, + iyk/2)(Bi)(3)
+ 2 K,k.k’(C~+k.,9)(2)(Bkr)(‘)
k ‘99

-.!&

,$, & (E~,j(B~.)("(Bk~-k-q)(l'e-iO'r
I
( 1jeimjt
+ E*PSI.(B:.)“‘(B,~1.
k + K, )

(4.3c)
I

Here, the superscript denotes the order with respect to the
external field. We next perform the Fourier transform of
Eqs. (4.3), and solve them iteratively. We first solve Eq.
(4.3a) for (B I)“‘. When this solution is inserted in (4.3b),
we can solve it for (C :,9 ) (2). Finally, we insert both (B L)(l)
and (Ck,9)‘2’ in Eq. (4.3~) and solve for (Bl)‘3’. We then
obtain the frequency-dependent third-order polarization,
(B i (w) )(3). The third-order hyperpolarizability is then given by

yc3’( - K, - W,;K~%,K~%,KIWI)
=

P4!r*

!L

53
3

c

[YL3’(

-

K,

-

@,;K~%,K~%,KIWI)

+~)*(K,~,;-K~--O~,-K*-~~,-K,--W,)]I

(4.4)
where 5, = IEp,n/E,, I. The summation is over all 3! = 6 permutations of the frequencies and wave-vectors K, aI, K2 w2,
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and ~~ w3. We note that if the assumption of integer K, were
relaxed, an additional triple summation would be present in
Eq. (4.4), which would take into account the fact that an
- 1) on the
interaction with the field having ~,4{0,1,...,N
ground state will result in a distribution of Kj excitons with a
weight a ( K, ,K~ ) , defined as

There is a second limiting case in which A’C,,‘C2,4
reduces
to unity: when the number of molecules per wavelength,
7,~
=il /a, is very small. It is easily seen that FK”K*approaches
zero in this limit, and w,. approaches wM (since J-0,
-+ ~8, ). By the arguments of the preceding
yk+yYand
Tfq
paragraph, A,,K2,K3then reduces to unity. This limit is expected, because in the absence of intermolecular coupling,
(T(Kj,K,) +
2 earc~-Kn’m’Na
(4.5)
no cooperative behavior can take place, and all molecules
m 1
within the aggregates respond individually to the external
WhenK,, =Kj,wehavea(Kj,K,)
= 1.
field.
In Eq. (4.4), yL3) is given by
The most fascinating limiting behavior of AK,,‘cz,K3
exists
y:“‘( --KS -W,;K3’%&.%,K,W,)
near resonance in the small aggregate limit (Nu c&l). Here,
the nonlinear response may be enhanced by a factor N,
(4.6)
-@3),
= - NA,,K2,K3FJ~,)F&2V':J
= N, which implies yL3)-N 2. Note that A~,,,.2,‘C,
does
A Ic,,*iz,Ic)
where the cooperative enhancement factor A is defined as
not include the N dependence arising from the radiative deA ‘c,,q,‘c.,
cay rates; this appears in the three frequency factors Fk (w)
and is absent for large aggregates (since yk and T” become N
-F (6K,,N-K, + S,,,-,)
- (N- 1)Tr i%llK’-K2’Ks+x3
independent-see below) or in the fast dephasing limit,
(
where superradiance is quenched. The most important quesAE, + A+ + e”, + EK, - e3 -es
tion is then “Over what range of aggregates sizes can we
X
(4.7)
expect
this enhanced behavior?” Certainly for an infinite agA6 + he - F”‘,@
> ’
gregate
we expect that AK,,Cz,+3
- O( I); otherwise the nonlinwith the complex laser detuning Aen =‘w, - E,,, such that
ear
response
of
a
macroscopic
crystal could depend on the
the laser detuning Aw, of the nth laser beam is the real part
size
and
possibly
the
shape
of
the
crystal and would not be an
of AE,, or Aw, GW, - w,~. Equation (4.6) contains three
intensive quantity. We now consider these limiting cases in
resonance factors,
greater detail.
1
Fk(w)=-.
(4.8)
A. Small aggregates (Na&)
0-e
and the exciton two-exciton oscillator strength enhancement
matrix Mk*k’,
N
Mk,k’=
D 4”D ;‘.
(4.9)
99'
2(N1)

Thus, the quantity 2 (N - 1) MI:;,- K**K3
+ Ks,u is composed of
the product of two transition dipole moments: one between
the K, exciton state and the (K, + ~~ ,q) two-exciton state,
and another between the (K~ + ~~ ,q’) two-exciton state and
the K, + ~~ + ~~ exciton State (See Sec. V).
A ‘c,,4,K~is the cooperative enhancement factor per molecule in the aggregate and ranges from 1 to N. When AU,,
Aw, , Aw, ) J, the last three Fk (w) factors asymptotically
approach the nonlinear response of a single two-level molecule. In this limit A ~,,4,~, reduces to unity, and the resulting
expression [ Eq. (4.6) together with Eq. (4.4) ] is simply the
hyperpolarizability of Nnoninteracting molecules. This is to
be expected, since the radiation-matter interaction time is of
the order of the inverse of the detunings Aw, and, hence, the
intermolecular interactions do not have time to influence the
nonlinear optical response. The reduction ofA,,,4,K, to unity
is easily seen when the detunings Aw , , Aw, are much larger
than the maximum eigenvalue of FXirK2.The second term in
A “,,‘c2,~~
then cancels the first term because

W- l)W~Sk’l = I : [4+N--x,+&2,N-K,] - 1) .
(4.10)
In paper I we showed this behavior for small aggregates such
that Na(A; here we have generalized this proof to aggregates of any size.

The small aggregate limit was considered in paper I,
where the expression for the third-order susceptibility was
derived from the density-matrix approach [see Eq. ( 5.15) 1.
There, it was determined that the N dependence was not
universal, and varied with the laser detunings, the homogeneous dephasing rate, and the particular four-wave mixing
technique. The expression forXC3’ (x0’ = pa yC3),where p,
is the number of aggregates per unit volume, when pI1 is
small) is quite lengthy and apart from some constant (N
independent) prefactors is equivalent to what we obtain here
[ Eqs. (4.12) and (4.4) 1. However, the expression based on
the present equations of motion is a good deal more compact.
When Na (A, the aggregate is symmetrically excited by
the optical field so that K, ~0, and only the k = 0 exciton
and K = 0 two-exciton states can be excited. The energy level scheme is shown in Fig. 2. Using Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) we
get

Y:“‘( - w,;w3 ,a2 ,a, )

Awl + Aw, + iNy
Aw, + Aw, + iNyxF,(%)Fo(w,)~,*(

ew3),

[@*“I*

I
(4.12)

where, the K dependence is dropped since all K, z-0. Here,
the difference between the K = 0, 9th two-exciton (complex) frequency and twice the k = 0 exciton frequency is
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eb” = 4J cos $ - 1) + i(Q, -NY),
(
which is diagonal in q space since I” is diagonal to an excellent approximation [see Eq. (3.14) 1. As was shown in
papers I and II, the first term of Eq. (4.12) has a -NZ
prefactor and is essentially due to the enhanced (k = 0) excitonic nonlinearity at Aw, ~0. This term is equivalent to
the third-order response of a two-level system with an enhanced dipole moment N”‘p
and transition frequency
wM
+
2
V,
and
gives
rise
to
an exciton bleaching line
w,,o =
shape (EBL). The second term contains the exciton twoexciton nonlinearities and leads to a two-exciton line shape
(TEL), which involves excitation of two-excitons, either via
direct two-photon absorption from the ground state or onephoton absorption from an exciton population (see Fig. 2).
It also contains a prefactor proportional to N2 but with opposite sign to the excitonic nonlinearity. This is because the
EBL reflects exciton stimulated emission. The qth maximum in the TEL occurs when Aw, + Aw, -Re [ q:]
which is the condition for the sum of two photon energies to
match a two-exciton energy. Thus, there are N(NI)/2
peaks. The enhanced exciton two-exciton transition dipole
moment is, mD:p
= 2N - “’ cot(nq/2N)p,
and is largest for the q = 1 two-exciton, where it is approximately
equal to (4/a) N I’% for large N. The TEL peaks are sufficiently frequency shifted from the EBL so as not to overlap
significantly. The closest is the q = 1 peak. If we definefl* as
P,=Re[C$‘],
then when 6, > NY none of the TEL’s will overlap the exciton line shape. If we substitute J from Eq. (2.la), and assume a sufficiently large N so that sin(r/2N) ==/2N, this
last inequality reduces simply to
Nad,
which is what has been assumed from the start. Furthermore, it turns out that only small aggregates can maintain
the frequency separation of the EBL and TEL, and since
each contains a - N2 prefactor, the resulting nonlinear response contains a prefactor proportional to N 2.
We should note, however, that the total scaling of yC3’
with size includes not only the prefactor scaling contained in
NA I(,,I(~,xlwhich reflects the enhancement of the transition
dipole moments, but also the N dependence of the F. (0, )
factors arising from the size-dependent radiative damping
rates yK = o = NY appearing in the denominators. For small
aggregates we can then obtain a range of scaling laws depending on the particular four wave mixing technique and
laser detuning, since each resonance denominator in Fk (w)
can contribute a factor of N - ’ near resonance. Equation
(4.12) thus predicts a nonlinear optical line shape near resonance ( Aw, z 0) that actually scales as N - ‘. l2 This small
aggregate behavior was clearly demonstrated in paper II for
the nonlinear absorption of a single laser beam. In addition,
homogeneous dephasing’27’s can quench the superradiance
and therefore alter these scaling laws. For example, if we
assume that superradiance is quenched by a fast homogeneous dephasing process ( I’ 9 Ny) which is approximated by
replacing NY and T,, by I”, then the overall scaling of yC3’is
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0( N 2). This result also requires that I’ not exceed the twoexciton line spacings, or I’ Q 8 IJ 1sin’ ( 7r/2N).
Finally, we point out that for a small aggregate with far
off resonant frequencies ( 1Aw, I,] Aw, 1g IJ I), we find a cancellation of the - N2 parts of the two terms in NAK,,K2,K3,
since from Eq. (4. lo), Tr [ M”,o] = 1, the oscillator strength
sum rule. As stated earlier, the resulting N dependence is
what would be expected for N noninteracting monomers.
This behavior was first derived in paper I. However, for intermediate detuning, when wi + w2 lies outside the two-exciton band and IJI 2 Ihw, ()Ny, (n = 1,2,3,5) the O(N2)
parts in the two terms in NA,,,,,,
do not completely cancel
and y(3) retains an overall 0( N2) dependence. (Thus we do
not have to invoke fast homogeneous dephasing in order to
obtain an O(N2) scaling in the superradiant limit.) This
behavior underscores the importance of laser beam detuning
in the size scaling off) for small aggregates. When wi + w2
is inside the two-exciton band the size dependence is complicated by resonance effects; the two-exciton frequencies are
size dependent and continuously tune through w, + w2 as N
varies.
B. Crossover

region (Ala--A)

As the aggregate size increases beyond the small aggregate limit, we generally need to consider the wave-vector
dependence of the impinging light beams, unless the aggregate axis is normal to all wave vectors. The easiest way to
illustrate the effect of size is to consider this later case where
K, = 0. An increase in aggregate size N narrows the exciton
two-exciton splitting, fi,, of the lowest q states which contain
most of the oscillator
strength.
For
example,
p, = - 8Jsin2( 7r/2N) and vanishes as N increases. This
means that the EBL and the TEL’s will begin to overlap as N
increases. In paper II we defined the crossover aggregate
length NC to be that size which satisfies
8 sin2(r/2NC)

= ykEo/IJI,

which is the condition for the exciton bandwidth yK = o to
equal the exciton two-exciton splitting. Now, yk = o for small
aggregates is equal to NY but for large aggregates (Na $-A )
becomes independent of N and a function of the angle the
aggregate dipole moment makes with the aggregate axis,
8,,, . For ;1 /a g 1 we can make a continuum approximation
on Eq. (3.4b) and obtain
y,=,=(--3~~/8)[1-3cos20,,]+(3~y/4)sin26,,.
Therefore the exact definition of the crossover size, NC, will
also depend on 8,, , For J aggregates” with 13,” = 0, and
using Eq. (2. la) we obtain
NC = ( 1/27r) “2;1 /a.
Using yk = o = NY gives a similar estimate of N,. The crossover region occurs when the aggregate length is approximately equal to il. Within the crossover region, the N dependence of the aggregate nonlinear response changes to -N
scaling. We point out that when fast homogeneous dephasing quenches the superradiance (I” g yK = o ) the crossover
size is a solution to
8 sin’( n/2N, ) = I”/]J

(
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or
NC = 7~(2lJl/l-“)“~,
and in this case the magnitude of the aggregate response
changes from - N2 to -N. Of course, this assumes the simplest approximation for the inclusion of fast homogeneous
dephasing (replacing yK = o and T& by l?/2 and I’, respectively). A more accurate model such as the Haken-Stobl model for homogeneous dephasing13yz5may alter this result.

C. Large aggregates

(Na@ 3L)

We now show that for large aggregates, the nonlinear
response scales as -N. The reasoning is as follows. The exciton two-exciton splitting fi, vanishes as Na becomes much
larger than R, allowing for a destructive interference
between the excitonic and two-exciton nonlinearities. The
TEL will now have strong triple resonances at the exciton
frequency ok = o. For example, in nonlinear absorption (Sec.
VI) there is strong exciton bleaching when the laser frequency is tuned to the exciton frequency, as well as strong
two-photon absorption (TPA) when twice the laser frequency is tuned to fi&. Now, for large aggregates we have
fi:, = 2w, = o, so that the exciton bleaching lineshape overlaps the TPA line shape. The line shapes have opposite sign
and both scale as -N2. The N dependence for the large
aggregates is now completely contained in NA’c,,Kz,., since
the radiative decay rates are now independent of N. The N2
parts of the EBL and TEL cancel exactly as N approaches
infinity, resulting in an overall linear N dependence. This
was shown numerically in Ref. 18 over a range of molecular
densities 17.In Appendix A we prove this behavior analytically, using contour integration, by showing that AK,,4,4
scales as - 1 as N approaches infinity. Ishihara and Cho
have performed a similar calculation excluding radiation
damping; I4 here we show that this result holds even when
superradiance is incorporated. We emphasize that the reduction of AK,,‘C2,‘to
C3 - 1 (or yc3’to -N) occurs independently of laser detuning and the particular four-wave mixing
technique.
The N dependence in the three frequency factors in Eq.
(4.6) vanishes because the exciton radiative decay rate and
the two-exciton radiative decay rates converge to a finite
value. For example, in the case of an aggregate oriented normally with respect to the external field wave vectors, we have
N
Yk=O

=

nz,

Y(rn

-

r1)

Z$

?1Y,

where the final result is derived by replacing the sum by an
integral, which is justified when 7% 1, and using Eq. (2. lb)
for y(r), assuming that the molecular dipole moments are
parallel to the aggregate axis. The frequency denominators
in I;;, (w) are now no longer N dependent; this means that
each of the two terms which comprise A,,,,z,+ in Eq. (4.7)
scale exactly as -N. The fact that the third-order response is
-N for Na$R is a direct consequence of this aforementioned cancellation of single-exciton and exciton two-exciton nonlinearities.

V. TIME-ORDERED EXPRESSION FOR THE
NONLINEAR RESPONSE: THE DENSITY-MATRIX
APPROACH
The common procedure for calculating optical nonlinearities is based on expanding the density matrix of the material system in powers of the electric field.‘8’19 This yields
an expression for the susceptibilities that looks very different
from the one obtained using the nonlinear oscillator picture.
The main advantage of the density-matrix-based expressions
is that they follow explicitly all the possible time orderings of
the various fields. Each of the resulting contributions to yc3’
can then be represented using a double-sided Feynman diagram” which provides physical insight and allows a clear
distinction between exciton and exciton two-exciton contributions. In paper I we have derived expressions for xf3’ in
the small aggregate and k = 0 limits using the time-ordered
density-matrix procedure. In this section we generalize that
calculation to arbitrary size and wave vectors and derive a
time-ordered expression that is equivalent to Eqs. (4.4) and
(4.6). The equation of motion for the density matrix, which
incorporates the electromagnetic interactions between the N
molecular polarizations within the aggregate, and between
the aggregate polarization and the applied electromagnetic
field, is the superradiant master equation,24*‘3
iPtt)

= - i(yT

+ y;

(5.1)

+ yint )p(f)V

wherep is the density matrix of the aggregate, and the Liouville operator 9’; is defined by
N-l

Y;Q=i

1

ykbkQbL.

(5.2)

k=O

We next expand the density matrix in terms of exciton and
two-exciton operators, up to third order in the applied
fields,13
[p(t)))

=Po(t)lo))

+~P,df)lk))
k

+ ~Pkk*(f)l@))
k,k ’

+ ~PK,W&a
0
(t>IKq~>>+ Kc.
+ c PKq,k
K,q,k

(5.3)

Here, we have simplified the notation used in paper I; IO))
denotes the ground state IO) (01, the exciton ground-state
coherence is defined as Ik > ) = b 1 IO) (01, and the excitonexciton coherence as jkit ‘)) -b 1 IO) (Olb,. (the overbar
denotes operation on the ground state from the right), which
is an exciton population when k = k ‘. In addition, we have
the two-exciton ground-state coherence operator defined as
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K=0249 , ,***,2N-22,

q=1,3 ,..., N-2,
(5.4)
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where K is the index for the center of mass momentum and q
is an index for the relative momentum of the two excitons.
This operator subspace is spanned by operators which result
from the application of two collective creation (annihilation) operators to the left (right) of the vacuum state. Because of the nonbosonic nature of Frenkel excitons, the eigenfunctionsarenotsimplygivenby(kk’))~b~b~,~O)(O~.
There are (N - 1)/2 orthogonal operators (N is odd) for
each value of K; since there are N values of K there is a total
of N( N - I)/2 two-exciton states, which is the expected
number based on the total number of independent b Lb L IO)
states. Finally, we have the two-exciton-exciton coherence
operators defined as IKqz ) ) = IKq) (k I.
In order to calculate the time dependence of p( t) we
first rewrite Eq. (5.3) in the following form:
I/m))

f3’(

=

-i(A?:+Y;

p4<I

K I a,)

W,;K3@3,Kz%,

c2 53
4~3

F

[R(

-

K,

-

@,;K~%,Kz‘+,KI“‘I)

-~3,-~2

-@,-KI

-ul)].

(5.6)
The material response function R is defined as”
R( - K, - ~,;Kq~q,K,%,‘%,%,)
= ((v,,I~“(wm

+%

+oqP-.Kq~ok4n

+%I
(5.7)

x~,n~o(%>IK,)).

Note that the right most argument in R is the first interaction so that the argument order represents the temporal
order of E field interactions. The Liouville operator rk,
which represents the interaction of the applied field with the
aggregate under the dipole approximation, is defined by
Yk I Q ) > s I [ V, ,Q ] ) ) , where (Q ) ) is an arbitrary operator
in Liouville space. Here, the aggregate polarization operator, vk, is given by

where the Liouville space Green function is defined as
Y(t)=exp[

K, -

+R*(K,w,;--3

(5.5)

= I),

-

+LYint)f].

By multiplying the right and left sides by the exciton or twoexciton operator ( (Q ] [which could be any of those appearing in Eq. (5.3) ] we can derive equations of motion for all of
the coefficients appearing in Eq. (5.3). However, in order to
calculate the third-order response, we need only the matrix
Green
function
elements of the “unperturbed”
Y”(l)=exp[
-~(~T+9’;)].InAppendixBwelistall
of the relevant Green function matrix elements for the thirdorder calculation. In order to evaluate these, one needs the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 3: + 2;. Within the first
excited state manifold it turns out that Ik )) and ]z )) are
eigenvectors with complex eigenvalues given by c(k) and
- E* (k), respectively. The exciton-exciton coherence operator I kz ‘) ) is also an eigenvector with eigenvalue
e(k) - E* (k ‘). The two-exciton operators IKq)) are eigenvectors of only the real part of 2, , with eigenvalues @.
TheimaginarypartofY,,T~.=((KqlIm(~,)]Kq’)),is
diagonal in the K space, but not in q space.
The aggregate hyperpolarizability, yC3),is evaluated via
third-order perturbation theory on the density matrix. The
result is

v, =,@(h~

+6-k,*

(5.8)

The frequency-dependent Green functions Y’(w) which
are pertinent to the evaluation of the nonlinear response
function are given in Appendix B. The Green function furthest to the right in Eq. (5.7) describes one-photon resonances,
followed by the two- and three-photon Green functions. We
next introduce several definitions,
G,,,*(@)=
GK(W)E

*
w-‘$+Ek’
l
W--EK*

Wk*k’(W) E

(5.9)

,

(5.10)

,

1
w-Ek*+Ek’

(5.11)

’

yk,

WW,.k, ~

(5.12)

- i(Eky -e2

--Ek3) *

These functions represent Green-function matrix elements,
as discussed in Appendix B. With these definitions, R is given by
I

R( - K, - @,;K3@3,K2@2,K~Q’1)

= F,, (WI )C,,~2(0,
i-

$

(sK,,N-KCI

(sK,,N-K,

+021[($

+s,,N-,)

+N(N-

i-

1)

sK2,N-K,)

+

N(N-

1)

9 + %‘%h;*

Tr(MK*-K3’KsfK’W

ICI + x,+%))F,

Tr(MK’-K3’KsCIf2W

))F:

( _

Us

(@,

)

)

(
-N(N-

1)

Tr[MX’-K3’C’+K2(1

+

.

(-%)I]
-N(N- l)F,,(w,)Tr[MK’-K2’1(s+K3~Kl+~z(W1
+w,)(l +$$T~‘+K~‘K~‘K~)WKI+IC2’K3(~S)]

_

N(

N

+ N(N-

_

1 ) Tr

[ M”Z

- K3*Ks + Icl ( 1 +

w”

+ ‘WW’?

l)F,, (w,) Tr ~[“‘--z’4+~3~“‘+K2(wI

)@z

+ ‘W?

+w,)

s,,N-,

(

+
2

S~,,N-~,

)I

+ W”’ + 4’“3’XS FK, (w, ) .

(5.13)
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Each term in Eq. (5.13) has a single photon factor [I;;, (w ) ]
that depends on wi , a two-photon factor [G, (w) or Gk(a) ]
that depends on o, + w2, and a three-photon factor
[ IPk’(a) ] that depends on w, = w1 + w2 + wj . This term
results from interacting first with the w1 field, then with w2,
and finally with wj . The number of terms in this expression
is much larger than in Eq. (4.6) since here we maintain a
complete bookkeeping of the time ordering of the various
interactions. Each of these terms can be represented by a
double-sided Feynmann diagram. 19**’
For a small aggregate (Na <;1), Eq. (5.13) reduces to
that obtained in paper I, apart from some constant prefactom In this limit, which has been described in detail in Sec.
IV, the optical selection rule allows only the involvement of
the k = 0 exciton and K = 0 two-exciton states (see Fig. 2).
The superradiant decay rate from Eq. (2. lb) simplifies to

+ w’“~o’o*(

-Q&I]>

-NW-

yk = o = NY because y( rn - r, ) - y. In addition, the q = 1,
two-exciton state is split by an amount much larger than the
superradiant rate, or
Ny<4J

[cos(?rq/N)

(5.14)

- 11.

This last inequality follows directly from the condition
Na (R, as can easily be checked by recovering Na (;1 from
Eq. ( 5.14). This is done by substituting in Eq. (2. la) for J,
and assuming that N> 1 and that the 3 cos* 8,, - 1 #O, i.e.,
that there is a nonvanishing near-field component to the dipole-dipole coupling. The implications of Eq. (5.14) are
that To is now diagonal to a high degree of accuracy, as can
be verified using first-order perturbation theory. In addition,
the matrix W becomes negligible. Therefore, in the present
notation, we obtain the small aggregate result,

l)Fo (wi > Tr{Eb$~“Go(w, + w2) [EPO(~,)

_ F~(~,)

I},

(5.15)

I
which, when substituted into Eq. (5.6), is identical to the
result obtained in Eq. (4.11) of paper I. As the aggregate
length increases, the terms containing W are no longer negligible. As Na becomes much longer than il, the -N * contributions in Eq. ( 5.13 ) are cancelled by the -N * parts of the
terms containing W.

f3’( - WL, - KL;KLWL,KL@L, - KL~L)
obtained from both pictures.
Using Eq. (4.6), and invoking the rotating wave approximation, we get
yc3’(

-

=

KL

-

VI. THIRD-ORDER NONLINEAR ABSORPTION

(Im[Y'3'(

-a~,

-

KL;KL@LIKLWLY

-

W LY ‘K L W L> K L W LP-KL-

NP~<:

4ii3

In order to compare the nonlinear oscillator and the
time-ordered pictures of nonlinear response, and illustrate
the simplicity of the former, we shall consider the expression
for the nonlinear absorption of a cw laser beam,
E( r,t) = E cos( wL 1- k, r ), impinging on a dilute distribution of aggregates. The third-order nonlinear absorption
coefficient is proportional to the intensity of the external
electric field and the aggregate densityp, (for a dilute aggregate distribution) and is given by
/'a

-

KtWt)])lEI*,

where ( * * .) denotes an average over aggregate orientations.
In this section we compare the expressions for

@L)

A

(6.1)

rL,~~.-aLF:L(~~)F~~(~L),

where
A XLFL,- I(L
= N-

(N-

2AwL + iyKL
1) Tr Mo9o
2Aw, + iy,, - lFKL’@

(6.2)
and Aw, =wL - wKL. This is a simple expression, which
may be evaluated for a general aggregate size by numerically
diagonalizing the matrix IF&“. In paper II we have analyzed
this expression in some detail for ~~ = 0.
For comparison, we now present the expression which
results from the density-matrix approach of Sec. VI,

J
f3’(

-

KL

-

=$$

WL;KLWL,KLWL,

-

KL

-

WL)

(O>{F&,)(N*
[[F,,(q) -CL(q)]G,yL,,qL

+ N(N-

1)Tr(iW”@W2”L~-KL~KL)

- N(N - 1) Tr[MoYO( 1 + W2K~CL.-KL~“L)~2~L.-~~(~L)]}
-N(N-

l)FKL(wL)

Tr@!I”~oG2”L(20L)(1 + W2XL’-X~‘KL)[W2KL’-XL(~L) -FKL(wL)])].

Equations (6.1) and (6.3) are equivalent, as can be verified
using some elaborate algebraic manipulations. The simplicity of Eq. (6.1) is particularly striking; the prefactor N dependence is completely contained within the enhancement
_ )(L,the limiting behavior of which has already
factor A ~~,~~,
been discussed; AKL,KL,
_ IcL= N for small aggregates, and, as

(6.3)

shown in Appendix B, it becomes independent of N for large
aggregates.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have derived a general expression for
the third-order hyperpolarizability of a linear molecular ag-
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gregate with near-neighbor dipole-dipole interactions and
periodic boundary conditions. The expression [ Eq. (4.6) ]
applies to both small and large aggregates (relative to A),
oriented arbitrarily with respect to the applied external electric fields. Geometrically, the hyperpolarizability depends
only on K,, the projection of the nth external field wave vector k, onto the aggregate axis, and the projection of the electric field along the transition dipole moment direction, cn.
Equation (4.6) includes the complete frequency and wavevector dependence for up to three incoming fields.
The cooperative component of the nonlinear optical response of Frenkel excitons (and small radius Wannier excitons) is a combined result of the Pauli exclusion principle
and the reduced spatial dimensionality. Let us now summarize the salient features in the nonlinear response of molecular
aggregates, or more generally of one-dimensional Frenkel
excitons.
The energy levels which contribute to the third-order
nonlinear response of one-dimensional Frenkel excitons
consist of the ground state, the exciton (or one-exciton)
band of N levels, and a two-exciton band of N( N - 1)/2
levels. The one-exciton band states are delocalized states
with the wave-vector index k,. The two-exciton band states
are also delocalized and labeled by a center-of-mass momentum index K and a relative momentum index q. A single site
cannot be doubly excited, and as a result, the two-exciton
eigenstates, [Kg), are not simply equal to the product of two
free exciton eigenstates, ]k, ) Q ]k, ), with K = k, + k, and
q = k, - k,. In addition, the two-exciton energy is not
equal to the sum of two one-exciton energies. This last statement is not obvious from Eq. (3.10a) because from Eq.
(3.4a) and using some simple trigonometric relationships,
we have
%, + @K,:
= 2w,+f + 4Jcos

dk,

+ k, 1
N

dk,

which is identical to Eq. (3.10a) if K and q can be associated
with k, + k, and k, - k,, respectively. If N is odd, the allowed values of k, + k, for two excitons can be taken to be
0,2 ,..., 2N - 2, forcing k, - k, to be 0,2 ,..., N- 1, so that
they must also be even. From Eq. (3.7), the two-exciton
allowed values of K are also 0,2,...,2N - 2 but q can take on
only odd values from 1 to N - 2. Thus K = k, + k, but
q = k, - k, + 1. There is thus an energy difference between
the sum of two one-exciton energies wk, + wk2, with K constant, and the two-exciton energies fii,“,. It is equal to

4J..s(~)[,,,(-$ - cOs(T(k’
k*))]
; ,
with q = k, - k, + 1, and is generally of order 0( l/N).
For small aggregates with k, = k, = 0, this energy difference or splitting reduces to/J, = - 8J sin*( rr/ZN). The exclusion principle, which effectively contributes a repulsive
exciton-exciton scattering mechanism, therefore causes the
band-edge two-exciton frequency to be shifted by an amount
/?, from twice the single band-edge exciton frequency,
a=,.
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The one-exciton state is optically allowed by a one-photon transition; a photon of wave-vector index K, (along the
aggregate axis) will create an exciton of the same wave vector index, IK, ) and the transition dipole moment has the size
enhanced value of N”*,Q. The two-exciton states are twophoton allowed; two photons with wave-vector indices of K,
and K* will create a two-exciton state [Kq) with K = K~ + K~
and any q. Note that the creation of two free excitons would
dictate that q = K, - K*. Therefore, a second major effect of
the exclusion principle is that the selection rule for q is destroyed. However, from Eq. (3.9a) the largest transition dipole moment from (K, ) to IKq) (where K = K, + K~) is for
q = K, - K2 + 1; i.e.,

in the large N limit. The exciton two-exciton transition dipole moments are also enhanced by N I’*.
Remarkable size-dependent nonlinear hyperpolarizabilities result from the aforementioned exciton two-exciton
splitting in conjunction with the enhanced transition dipole
moments. This is most easily seen in the coupled nonlinear
oscillator expression for y (3), Eq. (4.6), which is conveniently composed of just two main contributions: an excitonic
bleaching line shape and an excitonic two-excitonic line
shape which includes two-photon absorption. Both contain
-N * prefactors due to the enhanced excitonic transition
dipole moments, but with opposite signs. Because of the exciton two-exciton energy splitting fl, the two contributions
to the hyperpolarizability are spectrally nonoverlapping for
small aggregates. In this limit the scaling behavior depends
on the laser beam detunings and the particular four wave
mixing technique. It ranges from O(N-‘)
for triple resonance to O( N*) in the intermediate detuning range when
w, + w2 lies outside the two-exciton
band and
IJ I k I Aw, I > Ny. However, as the aggregate size increases
so that the individual exciton and two-exciton linewidths
(Ny or I’, whichever is larger) approach Ip, I, the two line
shapes begin to spectrally overlap and destructively interfere. The result is a Y(3)which scales linearly with N, independent of laser beam detuning, AU,. The same limit can also be
arrived at for any size aggregate far from resonance, where
the molecules behave independently. We believe these results to be very general and not limited to the particular onedimentional model considered in this article.
Let us conclude with some final comments on the coupled nonlinear oscillators approach. The hyperpolarizability
in Eq. (4.6) was calculated using equations of motion for
single-exciton and two-exciton variables, which mapped the
calculation of the third-order optical response onto the dynamics of N(N + 1)/2 coupled anharmonic oscillators, N
being the number of molecules in the aggregate. A key step in
the derivation of these equations of motion is the factorization of triple products of operators as described in Sec. III. A
simple way to rationalize that factorization is provided by
the following alternative derivation. Let us neglect the radiative decay and set y(k) = 0 in Eq. (3.2). We further assume
that the system is in a pure state and can be described by a
wave function (rather than the density matrix). We then
make the following ansatz for the wave function:
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APPENDlX A: THE LARGE N LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF
A k,,k,,k,
For small aggregates near resonance, we have shown
thatAk,,k,,k, is of the order - Nand this means that the thirdorder aggregate hyperpolarizability has an -N * prefactor.
In this Appendix we prove that the enhancement factor
A k,,.& reduces t0 order Unity, independent Of laser beam
detunings, as the aggregate size increases to values such that
Na)/2. Ishihara and Cho14 have obtained this behavior in
the case where there is no radiative decay. Here, we show
that this conclusion holds in the presence of superradiance as
well.
A k,AA in Eq. (4.7) contains two terms. Since the first
scales as O(N), then the second term must provide a component which exactly cancels this linear dependence. Consider the case when k, = N - k,, but k, # N - k3 so that the
first term is simply N/2. The second term now contains the
matrix Mkl - kZ,2Nf k2- k1 which is equal to Mikqkwhere k is
defined as k=k, - k,. We now proceed to show that the
second term is equal to N /2 + 0( 1) for large N.
In order to show this behavior we first consider the form
of Fki’kZ, in the limit that N approaches infinity. Using Eq.
(3.9b) for T” we have

+ c a/.&’
(t)b j;b1,lo).
k.k’

The time-dependent coefficients tie, I$~, and a,,, may be
related to the expectation values of the single-exciton (B i )
and two-exciton (C j& ) operators introduced in Sec. III.
Equations of motion for these coefficients can be obtained by
substituting this ansutz in the time-dependent Schrddinger
equation, and taking expectation values of the (B 1) and
Cisq operators. This will immediately result in Eqs. (3.8)
with y(k) = 0. This much simplified derivation is only valid
in the absence of radiative damping, when the system may be
characterized by a wave function (pure state). The superradiant master equation used in this article describes the evolution using an effective Liouville operator and not an effective
Hamiltonian. In particular, the Y2 term (Eq. 3.2b) cannot
be written as a commutator with an effective Hamiltonian
since it involves a simultaneous action from the left (ket)
and from the right (bra). Consequently, even if the system is
initially in a pure state, it will evolve into a mixed state and
the pure-state ansarz does not hold. The more elaborate derivation given in Sec. III is therefore necessary. Nevertheless,
the above arguments provide a simple rationale for the specific factorization of the triple operator products employed
here, (C fi,lRk ) = (C i,4 > (B, ) . It should also be noted that
the two-exciton variables CL,, have a complete formal analogy with the Cooper pairs in the theory of superconductivity. *’ This equivalence may have some profound implications which need to be explored further.
Note added inprooJ Ishihara and Cho, in an article to be
published in the inaugural issue of the Journal of Nonlinear
Optics, studied in detail the effect of size on y(3) and also
show that the coherence length scales as (J/I”) “*.
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I$-Jdzcot(?rz)(cot
Ae+Ae-4Jcos

V(2z;;+k)
dk,

+cot

+Y(k,+k,-qq)/2

N-CO

=-; ‘:,2)‘2cosmy 3’)cos?rK’; s’)
Xy[(s--‘)alS,,.
=I(Y(K+q)/*

+ Y(K-qq)/2)4.q’

(Al)

+0(1/N),

so that in the infinite size limit F k”k2 is diagonal. [The real
part is diagonal for any size; the imaginary part is approximately diagonal in the small aggregate limit from Eq. (3.14)
and in the infinite N limit from Eq. (Al ) . ] Because of this
property, the trace operation in the second term in A can be
replaced by a single sum over q. Since the q sum is over odd
integers from 1 to N - 2, we can equivalently sum over
q’ = 2q - 1 from 1 to (N - 1)/2. Let us now consider the
following contour integral, 1, :

+ k,) cos db - 1) + ucos 27Tk’
-++cos
N
N
N

-yk,

+0(1/N)

r’22;;-kk))2(Ae+Ae)
2vk,
-+t-if(k,,k,,2zN

-1

1)

1

, (x42)

I

where we have introduced an auxiliary function,
f(k,,k*,q)_1(Y~k,+kl.+q)/2

T&.,i,, E lim T,“,.

-yk,).

The contour path is taken to be a square with comers at
+ N/2 + iN/2. Now, first-order poles of the integrand occur at z = 0, f 1, f 2 ,..., * (N - 1)/2 from cot rrz factor.
In addition, there are two second-order poles, one at
z = ( 1 - k)/2 and one at z = ( 1 + k)/2. These originate
and
the
cot*[sQz1 + k)/2N]
from
cot2[r(2z - 1 + k)/2N ] factors, respectively. [Note that
since k is even, ( 1 + k)/2 is an integer plus $ and these poles

therefore do not overlap those of cot(m) . ] Finally, there is
possibly a pole associated with the last term in the integrand.
This pole 7, if it exists, contains an imaginary part (except
possibly in some rare instances) and is linearly proportional
to N, i.e., 37= Na + 1, since 22 - 1 appears in this term always divided by N. Further evaluation of the pole’s residue
shows the result to be O( 1) .
The sum of the residues associated with the simple poles
of the cot (KZ) factor is directly proportional
to
A k,J+.N- k, - N/2, as can be seen by comparison with Eq.
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(4.7). In addition, the residues associated with the secondorder poles are simply equal to 2N. Evaluating the contour
integral we obtain
- il, = (4&,.k,,N- k, - 2N) + 2N + 2777,7.

which, for the matrix element in question, becomes

2 ((kilo)

(A3)

Now the contour integral itself can be shown to be or order
O( 1). Therefore, we see that Ak,,k2,N- k, contains no terms of
order -N. Using the same technique it is easy to show that
the two remaining cases when the first term in Eq. (4.7) is
O(N) (k,=N-k,withk,#N-k,aswellaswhenboth
Kroeneker delta functions are nonzero) also reduce to an
0( 1) dependence for Ak,,k,,k, in the large N limit. In addition, when the first term is zero the second term scales as
O(1).

= -iC

((k,I~rlPI))((PIIY”(t)IKqi;))
PI

--ix

((k,I~;lP2))((P21~o(f)lKq~)),
P2

where fll spans the exciton coherence subspace and fi2 spans
the two-exciton-exciton subspace. If we now define the vector G,,(K,k;t)=((k,19°(t)lKq~)),
we get, from Eq.
(B8) and Fourier transformation,
Zk,-

G,, (K,k,w) = 2 -D
APPENDIX B: GREEN FUNCTIONS IN THE TIMEORDERED DENSITY-MATRIX FORMALISM
The Green-function matrix elements needed for the evaluation of the nonlinear response function Eq. (5.7) are
derived in this Appendix. Some unfortunate misprints contained in our earlier work (paper I) are corrected.
The Green function is defined through the equation
IpWH = 9°wlp(Om
and in frequency space is given by”
YO(w) =

1
o-2;

-Y2

*

(Bl)

(I321

The relevant matrix elements of 3’(o) needed to calculate
the nonlinear response function Eq. (5.7) can therefore be
immediately written as”
((k IYo(w)l

=t;;:(w),

W&IY”Wlk,~,)~
((KqIYO(w)lKq’))
((Kqi; ~~O(w,IKq’i;))

= Gk,,,J4,
= GE, (WI,
= E$:w,

= - i(Yy

+ Y;)YO(t),

K

WKvkpks[WKpk(W) - Fk,(W)],

N

(B9)
where Df = Dk,q [see discussion following Eq. (3.8b) ] :
When Na +l, IE is approximately diagonal [see Eq. (3.14) 1.
In this case the matrix W, defined in Eq. (5.13)) scales like
0 [ (Na//z ) 3] and, therefore, G, 3 is negligible in comparison
with the other Green functions. This offers a large simplification for y=(3) from Eq. (5.12). Finally, Y2, is also responsible for a superradiant decay of the exciton population to the
ground state, ((Ol.Y”(w>lk~‘)),
givenby
((O19°C41k~‘H

=

(;

-

w

+

;y(k))

Sk,k’.

(B10)

The apparent divergence in the first term is cancelled out by
the Green function ( (01 Y’(w) IO) ) = w - ’ which appears
in the Liouville pathways, whereby an exciton is created and
then destroyed after two interactions with the external fields.

(B3)
(B4)
035)
u36)

where F, (w), Gk,kP(o), G;“(w), and lHIKVk(ti)are defined in
Eqs. (4.8), (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11)) respectively. Note
that 9; does not affect the exciton propagator Fk (w) or the
two-exciton propagator d;rK(w), because 2; Q = 0, for
Q= Ik)) and IQ>).
Generally, one can show that 2; does not affect any
diagonal Green-function matrix elements (see Appendix A
of paper I). Therefore all of the aforementioned matrix elements are independent of I?‘;. However, 21 does contribute to the off-diagonal matrix elements of the Green function. In particular, it allows the superradiant coherence
transfer between a two-exciton-exciton coherence IKqz ))
represented by
and an exciton coherence I&)),
((k,IY”(t)jKq’j;)).
Here, Ksk, + k, and krk,,
where
the values of n, m, and q are permutations of 1,2, and 3. This
term would be zero were it not for YZ, and is extremely
important because it is responsible for the cancellation of the
N2 parts in Eq. (5.12) as the aggregate length surpasses an
optical wavelength (Nu)il).
In order to calculate the matrix elements we start with the relation
$ Y’(t)

ml

(B7)
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